California State Games
Folkstyle Wrestling Tournament
Saturday, July 18, 2009 at Rancho Bernardo High School

Top Teams
1. Team San Diego 87 points
2. Enforcers All-Stars 54 points
3. Grossmont Alliance 32 points
4. Chula Vista Badgers 25 points
5. SD Kings 17 points
6. Arlington High School 14 points
7. (tie) Southern Pacific AAU 11 points
7. (tie) Freebirds Wrestling Club 11 points

Wrestler of the Year
Chad Thornock (Enforcers), 137 pounds

Medalists
105 Pounds
Gold: Shawn Miller (Grossmont Alliance)
Silver: Vinny Elizalde (Team San Diego)
Bronze: Anthony Soto (USA Pounders)
Championship match: Miller decisioned Elizalde, 4-0

114 Pounds
Gold: Ryon Schafer (Arlington High School)
Silver: Wilfred Charbono (Team San Diego)
Bronze: James Steiner (Team San Diego)
Championship match: Schafer decisioned Charbono, 10-4

121 Pounds
Gold: Brady Beamon (Team San Diego)
Silver: Jordan Chavez (Freebirds)
Bronze: Jordan Saunders (Grossmont Alliance)
Championship match: Beamon pinned Chavez, 3:18

127 Pounds
Gold: Austin Harvey (Imperial High School)
Silver: Luis Lopez (Chula Vista Badgers)
Bronze: Ryan Schmehr (Grossmont Alliance)
Championship match: Harvey decisioned Lopez, 13-6

132 Pounds
Gold: Tony Pietropaula (Enforcers)
Silver: Bryan Grubbs (Team San Diego)
Bronze: Richie Cascante (Southern Pacific AAU)
Championship match: Pietropaula decisioned Grubbs, 3-2
137 Pounds
Gold: Chad Thornock (Enforcers)
Silver: Oscar Lizarraga (Team San Diego)
Bronze: Richard Rios (Santa Fe)
Championship match: Thornock pinned Lizarraga 1:19

142 Pounds
Gold: Audric De Castro (SD Kings)
Silver: Michael Lee (Southern Pacific AAU)
Bronze: Robert Mata (Team San Diego)
Championship match: De Castro decisioned Lee, 11-4

147 Pounds
Gold: Kalin Goodsite (Enforcers)
Silver: Jerome Bourassa (Team San Diego)
Bronze: David McCluggage (Chula Vista Badgers)
Championship match: Goodsite pinned Bourassa, 1:38

154 Pounds
Gold: Matthew Hernandez (Enforcers)
Silver: Joseph Carrillo (SD Kings)
Bronze: Kyle Switzler (Team San Diego)
Championship match: Hernandez decisioned Carrillo, 5-1

162 Pounds
Gold: Billy Rogers (Team San Diego)
Silver: Renzo Salazar (Grossmont Alliance)
Bronze: David Ramirez (Chula Vista Badgers)
Championship match: Rogers decisioned Salazar, 6-3

173 Pounds
Gold: Bradley Johnson (Enforcers)
Silver: Angel Ramirez (Grossmont Alliance)
Bronze: Danile Velez (Team San Diego)
Championship match: Johnson decisioned Ramirez, 12-10

191 Pounds
Gold: Jonathan Beck (Team San Diego)
Silver: Cory Anderson (Team San Diego)
Bronze: Torre Cox (Freebirds)
Championship match: Beck major decisioned Anderson, 13-3

217 Pounds
Gold: Barron Hinojosa (Chula Vista Badgers)
Silver: Edward Pietrenka (Orange Glen High School)
Bronze: Myles Porter (Arlington High School)
Championship match: Hinojosa decisioned Pietrenka, 8-6
Heavyweight

- **Gold**: Hassan Khalil (Team San Diego)
- **Silver**: Eduardo Saucedo (San Diego High School)
- **Bronze**: David Gomez (Enforcers)
- **Championship match**: Khalil pinned Saucedo, 1:57

**Total entrants**: 175
California State Games
Freestyle Wrestling Tournament
Sunday, July 19, 2009 at Rancho Bernardo High School

Team Champion
No team champion awarded

Wrestler of the Year
Nick Hart (Imperial Valley Wrestling), Novice 65-pounds

Medalists
42-50 Pounds
Gold: Patrick Samson (Wolfpack)
Silver: Alex Ramirez (Pounders)
Bronze: Robert Avila (Santa Fe)
Championship: Samson pinned Ramirez, 0:28

59-66 Pounds
Gold: Nick Hart (Imperial Valley Wrestling)
Silver: Nathan Hart (Imperial Valley Wrestling)
Bronze: Jayden Smith (Imperial Valley Wrestling)
Championship: Match score not recorded

66-73 Pounds
Gold: Marco Ramirezalos (No Mercy)
Silver: Denver Divins (Freebirds)
Bronze: Zachary Barnhill (No Mercy)
Championship: Ramirezalos decisioned Divins, 11-1

81-85 Pounds
Gold: Anthony Wesley (CA Xtreme)
Silver: Lake Needham (Ghost Riders)
Bronze: Joey Griego (Sting)
Championship: Wesley decisioned Needham, 11-2

98 Pounds
Gold: Anna Divins (Lancaster Freebirds)
Silver: Braydon Divins (Temecula Valley)
Championship: A. Divins won best 2-of-3 match-ups by falls of 1:31 and 1:08

115-120 Pounds
Gold: Mathias Mendiello (Chula Vista Badgers)
Silver: Corey Griego (Sting)
Bronze: Nick Shaw (Poway)
Championship: Mendillo decisioned Griego, 6-3

126-130 Pounds
Gold: Abraham Sanchez (Chula Vista Badgers)
Silver: Mario Lopez (Pounders)
Bronze: Jesse Martinez (Gators)
Championship: Sanchez pinned Lopez, 1:45

217 Pounds
Gold: Cuauhtemo Cervantes (South San Francisco Gators)
Silver: Michael Gamboa (Chula Vista Badgers)
Championship: Cervantes won best 2-of-3 match-ups by falls of 1:50 and 1:48

Total entrants: 42